Parts of a grandfather clock

Conover The first two chapters discuss the basics of chime repair and common problems
encountered at the work bench. Each of the Book 3 Escapements By Steven G. Conover This
book covers recoil, deadbeat, platform, pin pallet, pinwheel, half-deadbeat, floating balance, and
hairspring work escapements. Conover This book describes the construction of a classic
American clock movement. Based on an actual Waterbury mechanism, the project has much
Conover This book covers house call repair tips for tubular bell clocks, movement repair
instructions, English and German tubular bell movements, and Conover Learn to repair 20
American movements used in hundreds of clocks. Study the repair of the whole It provides
step-by-step instructions This is the revised edition of Mr. Kochmann's classic volume on the
clocks of the Includes photos and text on a full Oiler Long needle nose oiling syringe for all
clocks. Approximately 12mL of Synthetic Clock Oil. Oiler 6-Oiler Long needle nose oiling
syringe for all clocks. Approximately 6ml of Standard clock Oil Enough for 10 or more clocks.
Measure square winding post for fit. Factory original key fits Hermle and Kieninger movements
Generally fits most Grandfather clocks made since Generally used for larger, heavier
pendulums. Silver color steel upper and lower blocks. Often used on Emperor and Viking
Clocks. Plate size is approximately 6" x 9" Large Plate Grandfather Generally used on Mantel
and Chain HH10 Black Serpentine style hands for mechanical movements. Fits 9 to 10 inches
chapter ring. HH03Q Black Serpentine style hands for quartz movements. Fits 3 inches chapter
ring. HH05Q Black Serpentine style hands for quartz movements. HH07Q Black Serpentine style
hands for quartz movements. Fits 7 inch chapter ring. HH08Q Black Serpentine style hands for
quartz movements. Minute hand length is approximately 4 inches. Fits 8 inches chapter ring.
Minute hand length is approximately 2 inches. Fits 4 inches chapter ring. HH05S Black Spade
style hands for mechanical movements. Fits 5 inch chapter ring. Fits Hermle 2mm square
minute shaft. HH06S Black Spade style hands for mechanical movements. Minute hand length is
approximately 3 inches. Fits 6 inch chapter ring. Fits 7 inches chapter ring. HH09S Black Spade
style hands for mechanical movements. Fits 9 inch chapter ring. Fits 9 inches chapter ring.
Minute hand length is approximately 5 inches. Fits 10 inches chapter ring. Fits 11 inches
chapter ring. Minute hand length is approximately 6 inches. Fits 12 inches chapter ring. Fits
time or strike side train on: , , Fits strike side train on: , , , Fits time side Fits strike side train on ,
, and Measurements of actual mainspring: 17mm x Measurements of actual mainspring: 21mm x
Fits chime side train on , , and Measurements of actual mainspring: 21mm x. Professional
Grease For use in areas where clock oiling is too light such as lift arms, lift cams, and lift
hammers. It comes in a bellow-type dispenser with a protective The clear, vibrant, resonant
chimes of this movement are reminiscent of the tubular chimes you'd hear from a Grandfather
clock. Plays Westminister on the hour Schatz Midget 57 Unit Complete. SS- 28A Herr Miniature
This unit differs from Unit 28B only in the size of its top and bottom blocks. Inits 28A and SS- 59
Kern Miniature suspension wire. Out of Production. Springs are 3 per pack. Highest quality
temperature compensating material. Frankenmuth Clock Company is one of the largest
full-service clock stores in the Midwest, providing authentic, imported German clocks as well as
various clock parts and repair services. If you are looking to repair your own cuckoo clock or
anniversary clock, we stock a wide variety of clock repair parts to meet your needs. We also
supply various clock repair guide books that cover clock repair basics and more specific clock
repair techniques. Our repair parts include brass-plated and silver winding keys and other
required parts to repair old-fashioned anniversary clocks, grandfather clocks, and more.
Though we specialize in German cuckoo clocks, we also have expertise with Hermle clocks,
Bulova clocks, table clocks, mantel clocks, wall clocks, and large gallery clocks, and we are
proud to be an Authorized Howard Miller Service Center. We also sell pocket watches and
clocks by Dalvey. Cart 0. Oil Tubeml Oiler Long needle nose oiling syringe for all clocks. Oil
Tube-6ml Oiler 6-Oiler Long needle nose oiling syringe for all clocks. HS - Hermle. Profl Grease
in bellow disp Professional Grease For use in areas where clock oiling is too light such as lift
arms, lift cams, and lift hammers. Block with Pin 8 X 5mm Anniversary clock Suspension spring
top block with pin 7. Block with Pin 8 X 6mm Anniversary clock suspension spring Block with
pin 7. Block with Pin 8 X 7mm Anniversary clock suspension spring Block with pin 7. Anniv
Fork Assembly-Stamped Anniversary clock stamped fork for suspension spring. Suspension
Spring. Stately and regal, a grandfather or pendulum clock can add to the ambiance and
mystique of any room. Here, we try to shed some light on old grandfather clock parts and their
functions. One of the most famous grandfather clocks struck one as the mouse went up the
clock and struck twice when the mouse came down it. But modern-day reproductions do not
resemble the older versions in that they neither contain old clock parts nor do they have to be
wound in order to show us the right time. The mere mention of grandfather time clocks paints a
picture of a tall, stately, wooden clock placed in the corner with a long pendulum oscillating
away at all times. The origin of the name grandfather is unclear but a general assumption is, a

pendulum clock above 6 ft. The development of these types of clocks were fist carried out by an
English clockmaker in the late 17th century. Most of these clocks strike or chime at the
completion of an hour and some also at the fraction of an hour. At the core of every grandfather
pendulum clock is its movement. The movement dictates the hour hand, minute hand, strike,
chime and thereby time keeping. The pendulum regulates and adjusts the time-keeping. A
mechanical clock may contain three weights to provide power to the hour strike, time and
chime. All three weights are different and each weight must be hung properly to guarantee
proper functioning. Weights are hung from the escapement device by a cable or chain. The
weights must be raised after every 7 days or the clock will stop. Through the use of a crank,
raising of weights is accomplished. The striking and chime sounds are achieved by a
succession of hammers hitting rods of varying lengths. Would you like to write for us? Well,
we're looking for good writers who want to spread the word. Get in touch with us and we'll talk
Traditionally, grandfather or long-case clocks were so named because of the long case in which
the pendulums would be enclosed. They could follow either of the two types of movements,
eight-day and one-day movements. An eight-day movement clock required winding only once a
week, while one-day movement clocks had to be wound every day. A power source; either a
weight on a cord that turns a pulley. Also called gear train, it regulates the speed from the
power source or mainspring to the pendulum or weight. The hands of the clock are attached to
the spindles of various gears in a gear train. Hence, we can see the hour hand move slower than
the minute hand. Pendulums are the oscillating objects seen in long-case clocks and are most
prominent feature associated with antique clocks. A pendulum or weight is suspended from a
pivot so that they oscillate. The time taken by a pendulum to swing from left to right is essential
in calculating time. One of the most important parts of a mechanical clock, this device drives
the pendulum or weight, thereby converting rotational motion of the gears into oscillating
motion of the pendulum. The escapement device is driven by the mainspring or power source.
This lasts for a short period that ends when another tooth on the gear train strikes the opposite
arm of the pendulum, which locks the gear again. This is the face of the clock or the graduated
dial of the clock that registers the rotations of the gear train driven by the escapement. In short,
it indicates the time with the help of rotating hands. In the most universally accepted and
recognized form, a dial has numbers on them. Some clocks also have sub dials for date and
moon phases. A key or a cranking lever is an essential component of any mechanical clock as it
is used to wind or charge the primary power source mainspring of any mechanical clock. The
time period between successive windings vary from one clock to the other. Some clocks, as
mentioned earlier, require winding once a week or even once a day. One of the most remarkable
and identifiable element that has made this clock very distinguishable is the chimes. For those
who are somehow unaware, a grandfather clock is not to be considered to be a real and genuine
in the true sense if it does not have a working chime. To make the chimes work efficiently, it will
need the help of a series of wheels, levers and hammers. Usually chime sequences sounded on
the top of every hour but in the early 20th century, quarter-hour chime sequences were added to
long-case clocks. One of the most popular chimes sequences is Westminster Quarters.
Repairing or maintaining older and rarer clocks can sometimes require custom-made parts as
some grandfather clock parts might not be available for that particular brand or model. It is vital
to repair and maintain such clocks with quality parts in order to retain the integrity and
longevity of each timepiece. While long-case or pendulum clocks are now mostly valued as
decorative antiques, since the advent of quartz technology has resulted in smaller and efficient
clocks. These old-styled clocks were widely used and considered the most accurate
timekeepers for almost three centuries. But the classic craftsmanship and regal grandeur of a
grandfather or pendulum clock is what will still make them sought-after even after so many
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clock parts to help you repair your own clock. This clock parts page is basically the mix
hardware that is needed, if you need a suspension spring please see This Page instead. If you
need the clock hands, see the clock hands page. The most popular items on this clock parts
page would be the German hand nuts and the taper pins. If you order glass be sure to get the
correct size as these are returned and swapped often. The glass has to fit into the bezel and has
to be perfect, not small so it falls out of the bezel and not so big it will not fits into the bezel
clips. With this assortment of hand nuts you will get one for your German movement with no
problem. However these hand nuts will not work on a cuckoo clock those are under cuckoo
parts. These hand nuts fit the most antique clock movements that are made in the USA. They
come mixed in steel and brass colorations. Pendulum nut assortment of 6 for floor clocks and
wall clocks. Turning the nut so to raise the bob will speed up the clocks time, lowering the bob
will slow the clocks time. These are the small springs that hold the click into the click wheel so
the clock will wind in only one direction. There are 36 springs in the assortment. These are
mixed springs for German, French and more. Clicks hold the mainspring in the coiled position
during and after winding the clock. Please use caution when working with mainsprings. The
wires are preinstalled on the 6 clicks and come with 6 rivets to attach them to the main wheel.
Use caution and read up first in our Ebook before working with mainsprings. These Clock Parts
have many uses in clock repair. They attach some dials, movement plates, suspensions and

sometimes hands on the clock. These go on top the minute hand on some clocks to maintain
tension so the hand does not flop around. A very large assortment of smaller sized wood
screws all brass tone for case work or movement mounting. This is the best assortment for
mounting mantle or cuckoo clock sized clock movements. Split washers are similar to C clips
as they attach various parts to the movement. These are usually used more on cuckoo clocks.
There is mixed sizes in this pack. A Bracket clock is a square clock with a square dial, this is the
handle that mounts to the top of the clock case. Solid brass bushings in a pack of assorted
outside and inside diameters. Bushings are needed when the pivot holes become oblong
instead of round. These are bushings for winding arbors of larger clock movements. These are
needed when the holes in the clock movement plates where the winders are become oval
instead of round. Assortment of four bushings. Assortment of 72 clock hairsprings with there
collets. There are various sized springs as well as various sized collet diameters in the center. A
verge is what engages with the escape wheel. Variety pack of 9. Bend and cut them to fit your
application. These are for escape wheels that are outside of the clock plates only. Dog ear
shaped movement mounts. For front mount pendulum or balance German movements. Comes
as a set of four. These are the chimeblock mounts and washers to mount the chimeblock to the
clock case. The chimeblock has threaded holes usually and these screws go through the case
and into the chimeblock. For modern German floor clock models that have a seat board. The
rectangle washer goes under the seatboard and the screw goes up through it and into the
movement posts. Comes as a pair of washers and screws as seen. These are to replace missing
hammers. Comes in 3 sizes, sold individually. Easy to mount with the included set screw on the
end. Moon gear for Hermle floor clocks. Please choose your movement number from the back
plate of the movement itself. Set of three dial key hole grommets. These are what make the key
holes pretty where you wind the clock through the dial. Shiny brass colored aluminum for
modern floor clock dials. Measurement is the overall height. Black metal clock parts case back
for sound quality and dust protection on a mantel clock case. Brass decorative spiral finial that
is very heavy for its size. This is the top decoration for a grandfather clock case. Brass
decorative eagle finial that is very heavy for its size. Six count wheel clips. Round glass that is
domed out, in other words convex shaped. You would need to measure exactly how wide you
will want the glass from one side to the other. This size must be able to fit into the clocks bezel
without falling out and also not so big it will not clip in. Flat round glass. Pulley for the tall case
antique clock. This is useful for the cable driven antique clocks for the cable to loop through
and the weight to hang on. This is the most common thread size that is used for the chime block
to mount to the wooden clock case. Usually the block is threaded for these screws. If the
chimeblock holes are not threaded than the screw goes through and bolts on with the nuts
provided. Assortment of small springs that can be used with clocks. These are not made for
clocks but are very useful to modify for clock repair. Clock Parts Notes on clock parts Here you
will find various mechanical clock parts to help you repair your own clock. German Hand Nuts
12 Assorted hand nuts for German movements. German Clock Hand Nuts quantity. American
Hand Nuts 6 American hand nuts. American Clock Hand Nuts quantity. Pendulum Nuts
Pendulum nut assortment of 6 for floor clocks and wall clocks. Clock Nuts This is an
assortment of various sized clock hex nuts that are common in clock repair. Clock Hex Nut
Assortment quantity. Kieninger Clock Click Spring quantity. Clock Clicks Rivets Assortment
quantity. Tapered Pins Brass tapered pins with various diameters. Clock Repair Tapered Pins
quantity. Clock Hand Washers Assorted mixed clock hand washers. Clock Hand Washer
Assortment quantity. Clock Wood Screw Assortment quantity. Rivets Assort Pack of brass
rivets assorted sizes and lengths. E Style Washers Split washers are similar to C clips as they
attach various parts to the movement. Clock E-Style Clip Washers quantity. Brass Bracket Clock
Handle quantity. Mix Bushings Solid brass bushings in a pack of assorted outside and inside
diameters. Clock Repair Bushing Assortment quantity. Arbor Bushings These are bushings for
winding arbors of larger clock movements. Assortment of four bushings OD Clock Winding
Arbor Bushings quantity. Machine Screws Smaller machine style screw assortment that comes
in a pack of Clock Machine Style Screws quantity. Clock Hairsprings Assortment of 72 clock
hairsprings with there collets. Clock Repair Hairspring Assortment quantity. Verge Assortment
A verge is what engages with the escape wheel. Clock Repair Verge Assortment quantity.
Movement Brackets Dog ear shaped movement mounts. Chimeblock Mounts These are the
chimeblock mounts and washers to mount the chimeblock to the clock case. Clock Chime block
Mounts 2 washers 2 bolts quantity. Seat Board Mounts For modern German floor clock models
that have a seat board. Chime Hammer These are to replace missing hammers. Hermle Moon
Gear Moon gear for Hermle floor clocks. Dial Grommets x3 Set of three dial key hole grommets.
Clock Dial Key Grommets quantity. Brass Tone Numerals Shiny brass colored aluminum for
modern floor clock dials. Case Back Black metal clock parts case back for sound quality and

dust protection on a mantel clock case. Spiral Finial Brass decorative spiral finial that is very h
where is the battery in a chevy cobalt
1985 ez go gas golf cart wiring diagram
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eavy for its size. Clock Case Spiral Finial quantity. Eagle Finial Brass decorative eagle finial that
is very heavy for its size. Clock Case Eagle Finial quantity. Count Wheel Clips x6 Six count
wheel clips. Clock Count Wheel Clips quantity. Convex Clock Glass Round glass that is domed
out, in other words convex shaped. Flat Clock Glass Flat round glass. Tall Case Pulley Pulley
for the tall case antique clock. Tall Case Clock Pulley quantity. Chimeblock Mounts 70pc chime
block mounting screw set. Small Springs Assortment of small springs that can be used with
clocks. Clock Repair Small Springs quantity. Shop Hermle Find the perfect Hermle movement
for your clock. Howard Miller Find the perfect Howard Miller movement for your clock. Shop
Kieninger Find the perfect Kieninger movement for your clock. Seth Thomas Find the perfect
Seth Thomas movement for your clock. Shop Urgos Find the perfect Urgos movement for your
clock. Ridgeway Clocks Find the perfect Ridgeway movement for your clock.

